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can be obtained by passing a triangular bandage under the axillary piece 
and tying over the shoulder of ~he opposite side, as shown in the 
photograph. 

I have now used this splint on twelve cases and have found it very 
satisfactory. It is easily applied while the patient is under the anresthetic, 
and takes about fifteen to twenty minutes to complete. 

By making each splint at the time of operation, the individual require. 
ments of a particular case are catered for. After the operation the patient 
is quite comfortable, rigidity is adequate, and subsequent dressing much 
facilitate~. 

A PORTABLE" BED·REST" STRETOHER. 
By MAJOR ERNEST FINCH. 

Royal Army Medical Corps (T.E'.) 

THE desirability of placing men, suffering from wounds in the chest 
and abdomen, in a sitting position, is well recognized. The" bed-rest" 
attitude is also adopted in treating diseases of the chest, and men suffering 
from the effects of asphyxiating gas. Another point to be emphasized is, 
that this sitting posture should be maintained while the patient is being 
moved from one place to another, in the same room, building, or by 
convoy. 

With ordinary regulation (Mark II) stretchers this may be done by 
devices, such as a pile of blankets, a box, or some other equally 
inconvenient makeshift. 

The problem presenting itself was, then, the construction of a portable 
stretcher on the bed·rest principle. 

This has been solved for me by Lieutenant B. G. Bouwens, A.S.C., 
M.T., who is in charge of a workshop unit at the front. It will carry 
a patient in any position, from lying flat to sitting up, either by bearer or 
in an ambulance. There is no mechanism which can get out of order, or 
stick up with mud, rust, or misuse. 

The poles of the bed-rest are triangular in shape, and so placed that 
with the foot-rest it is improbable that a patient will roll off. The main 
strain on the canvas will be beneath the buttocks; an extra strip of canvas 
is placed here, which adds to the durability of the stretcher. The foot
piece is adjustable, so that the stretcher can be used for a short man as 
easily as for a tall one. 

The foHowing is a brief description:-
Parallel to the main poles of the stretcher are hinged two pieces of 

wood, forming the poles of the rest, triangular in shape, two feet three 
inches in length. 

The canvas is fixed in its upper part to the hinged poles of the" rest," 
and in its lower part to the main poles of the stretcher. The upper part 
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Clinical and other Note.! 

The stretcher. closed: 0. stra.p secure!! the bed-rest to t.he poles . 

'I'he stretcher prepared for No lying down ca.se. 

The stretch()r prepared for a. case for which the bed· rest is required. 
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is therefore capa.ble of being set at a varying angle to the lower, without 
interfering with the carrying position of the stretcher poles, which are 
permanently horizontal. 

Adjustable metal props are provided, to vary the inclination of the 
bed-rest, and, when closed, fold down just clear of the carrying handles_ 
The two hinged poles are kept open by a traverse bar_ 

The foot-rest consists of curved iron uprights, kept open by a traverse 
bar_ Canvas is stretched between them. The uprights are shaped to 
engage with pins in a rack when open, so that the position can be 
adjusted to the height of the patient. The whole foot-rest can be folded 
fiat, if an ordinary lying down case is on the stretcher. 

There is no difficulty in completing" close stretcher." 
The cost of converting an ordinary (Mark II) stretcher into the" bed

rest" variety works out at three francs a stretcher. 
The weight is forty pounds, compared with thirty pounds which is the 

weight of an ordinary regulation stretcher. 
It takes a little longer to open and place the stretcher in position 

than it does when working with the regulation type, but it folds up to 
about the same size. 

In conclusion, I must thank the officers of the 3rd West Riding Field 
Ambulance for many suggestions, and Lieutenant Bouwens for the 
trouble and time he and his workshop unit have taken. 

The value of the stretcher is undoubted, and already, in many cases, 
it has filled a much felt want, and has been a boon to wounded men in 
the field ambulance hospital. 
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